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It is shown that the introduction of the Riemann method in potential scattering 
is a natural device. Thereafter, the one-dimensional Schrijdinger equation is 
considered using the Riemann method. An estimate is found for the associated 
translation kernel. This estimate reduces to Marchenko’s when the domain of 
the variables is restricted to the positive quadrant of the (x, y) plane. The 
possibility of a Fourier transform of the Schrodinger equation solution is 
studied via Riemann’s method. Extension of the investigations to the case 
where a dependence on threshold energies appears in the Schrijdinger equation 
is discussed. 
1. INTRoDUOTI~N 
In Ref. [l], we introduced the Riemann soiution into the quantum mechanical 
inverse problem rather artificially, and without considering the one-dimensional 
SchrGdinger equation. This paper corrects that omission. Since 1956, both the 
one-dimensional [2] and the three-dimensional [3] cases have attracted investi- 
gators. Bot.h [2b] and [3 ] a contain complete solutions of the cases they investigate; 
however, an important difference between the two papers strikes the attentive 
reader. While Agranovitch and Marchenko [3a] deal explicitly with matrix 
equations, Faddeev [2b] limits his concerns to scalar differential equations. In 
the present paper we extend Faddeev’s studies to matrix equations. An estimate 
is given for the kernel of the integral representation, which we call the “transla- 
tion kernel.” The estimate reduces to Marcher&o’s when the variables are 
restricted to the positive (x, y) quadrant. The problem of the existence of a 
Fourier transform for the solution of the Schrijdinger equation is discussed and 
an inconsequential error by Faddeev corrected. However, before going into this 
subject it seems important to demonstrate the importance of translation operator 
theory ftir potential scattering and to present a natural introduction of Riemann’s 
method into scattering theory. 
Since matrix one-dimensional equations are the subject of this paper, we 
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consider the (n x n) matrix Schrbdinger equation for interactions centered at 
the origin: 
g q(x) + k2U&) - 2 W,j(X) Uj(X) = 0, --co<x<co. (1) 
j=l 
The solutions (u) of interest are denoted #i, #a and are defined by their 
boundary conditions, 
&(x, k) - Ieikr + S,,(k) Iecik2, x-+-m, 
A(x, k) - S,,(k) Ieiks, 
(2) 
x+ +co; 
I)~(x, k) - S,,(k) Iecikz, X-P -co, 
t,b2(x, k) - Iecikz + S,,(k) Ieikr, 
(3) 
x++co. 
In Eqs. (2) and (3) I is the unit (n x n) matrix. The coefficients S,, , S,, , S,, , 
S 22 Y are (n x n) matrices. As a result, the solutions #r , #2 are also matrix 
solutions. 
In all that follows we assume the dimension 71 to be finite. Such a situation 
appears if a potential 
W(x, Y? 4 
is assumed with periodicity in they and z directions, and a truncation of the Wij 
matrix is made to retain the most important terms. The two problems of existence 
of our translation operator and a Fourier transform for the solutions of Eq. (1) 
are discussed and proved to be dependent on the same condition on the matrix 
potential W(x). The discussion is extended to the case where Eq. (1) is replaced 
bY 
In other words, we consider the possibility of the introduction of a dependence 
on the threshold energies in the Schrodinger equation. 
1. TRANSLATION OPERATORS 
Although they are not necessary to the study of inverse problems, translation 
operators [4] have proved useful in specifying the classes of differential operators 
suitable for association with inverse problems. A simplified version appropriate 
for our purposes is given now. 
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Two classes of bounded diagonal matrices (f) which are twice differentiable 
are considered; the two classes fir , E, are distinguished by boundary conditions. 
4 = {f3f(-ta) - exp of an imaginary argument} 
E, = (f 3 f( - co) - exp of an imaginary argument} 
where 3 means “such that.” Now we consider two families of matrix differential 
operators 
While 01 is a number, W, and P’ are matrices which can be complex. 
A translation operator X from A, to A exists if one has 
AX = XA, . 
(4) 
(5) 
Equation (5) means that the equation 
AXf = XA,f 
should be satisfied either for all f’s in &‘i or for all f’s in Ez . 
We choose X to be the following operator 
w = If + i- qx, Y>f (Y) 4J. (6) L a.-= 
The kernel K(r, y)‘is the translation kernel associated with Eq. (6). In Eq. (6) 
two sets of limits are included. The set [ZC, CO] corresponds to the El case, while 
[-co, x] are the limits corresponding to the E2 case. Using standard techniques 
of integration and derivation under the integral sign, we get the conditions 
to prove the existence of translation operator X. These conditions are expressed 
by a hyperbolic partial differential equation. They are: 
El case 
C 
a2 - - 
ax2 w,w] WY) = [g- KG% Y> - WG Y) WY)] + Q> K(% Y> 
(7) 
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The potential W’s in Eqs. (7) and (8) is called the “reference potential” 
and V is the “nuclear potential.” The kernels K(x, y) are connected with the 
solution of the inverse problem, as can be seen from their diagonal form K(x, x). 
The existence of K(x, y) depends on conditions which the reference and the 
nuclear potentials should satisfy. 
Interest in the study of translation kernels is not restricted to inverse problem 
considerations. The translation kernels are in the center of potential scattering 
theory. 
From Eq. (4), if A,(B) f = 0, then A(N) Xf = 0. Therefore, Eq. (4) defines 
a transformation of the solutions f for the equation /&(a) f = 0 into the soIutions 
Xj for the equation A(ol) Xf = 0. Lye discuss some consequences of this fact 
below. 
Let us denote by & , # solutions for these two equations with A,, A. One 
can write 
$b =z (1 -t K) IJo . (9) 
Left multiplication by V gives 
or the equation for the T-operator 
T= V(1 +K). w 
In Eq. (10) a definition for K valid for all x and all y should be chosen. On the 
other hand, the integral equation, 
# = $0 + Go&4 
where Green’s function G,, has been used leads to the equation 
+ = (1 - G,Y)-l #, 
that is, to the identity, 
(1 - G,,V)-l = 1 + K. 
(11) 
(12) 
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Now we consider the inverse transformation X-l = 1 + L of the solutions C,/J 
for the equation A(a) # = 0 into the solutions $,, for the equation, A,(a) Z/Q, = 0, 
h = (1 4-L) %. (13) 
For any function A(x, y) defined for x > y (or y > CY) and equal to zero for 
x < y (or y < x) we define the script function &(x, y) by 
-QYx, y) = 4% Y) forx >y (ory > x), 
&(x, y) E analytic continuation of A forx<y(ory<x). 
Using script and capital letters it is easy to show with the help of Eqs. (7) 
and (8) that the following is true: 
-q&Y) = --,X+ty, 4, (14) 
where t stands for the transpose and complex conjugate 
L(% Y) = -qx, Y> x>y (ory>x), 
L(x, Y) = 0 x <y (ory <x). 
(15) 
In all of the cases we have examined, conditions for the existence of K imply 
the existence of L. 
Having shown how the translation kernels enter into potential scattering, we 
now proceed to indicate the role of the Riemann solution. For simplicity, the 
only &-case is discussed. Thus, we write 
that is, the transformation and the integral equations for #. From Eqs. (16) the 
identity 
I m K(x, 4 %,(k, 4 du2 
m = s 0 Go@, x, 4 I/‘(s) A@, s) ds + SW G,(k, x, s) V(s) K(s, u) #,,(k, u) du ds r 
(17) 
follows. We now multiply the left-hand side of Eq. (17) by 
I %o*(k Y) dr. 
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If #,, is a scalar matrix or if W,, is a scalar potential, one can make use of the 
Chaundy definition [S] for the Riemann solution 
- J A,*@, Y) G,,(k x> 4 h,(h 4 d/z 
= gR(x, y; s, u) if 
(18) 
u+x--s<y<u+s-x, 
zz 0 otherwise. 
The Riemann function R(x, y; S, u) is the solution of the partial differential 
equation 
( d?- + W,,) R = (g + %) R 3x2 
with the Riemann conditions [5]. With the use of this Riemann solution, Eq. 
(17) b ecomes 
R(x, t; s, s) V(s) 8(t - y) dt ds 
(19) 
+ + ,“/“j+-; R(x, t; s, u) V(s) K(s, u) S(t - y) dt du ds. 
I 22 
Therefore, the total identity between the construction of the Riemann solution 
and the transformation method used here and by Marchenko and sketched in 
Appendix A is clear. 
Equation (19) is now rewritten in operator form 
K = +(RV + RVK) 
and connected with Eq. (12) to give 
(1 - G,V)-l E Q[l - *RF”-‘RV. 
3. TRANSLATION OPERATORS FOR EQ. (1) 
To treat Eq. (7) for the El case and Eq. (8) for the E, case on the same footing, 
we denote the two kernels K(+), Kc-); b y so doing the boundary conditions 
become 
(20) 
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The limit -+03 corresponds to K(*) (or the El case), while the limit --cx3 cor- 
responds to K(-) (or the E, case). 
Equation (20) is transformed into an integral equation by either the Riemann 
method [5] or the transformation technique of Section 2. 
The double integrals extend to the domains D+ and D-. These two domains 
are shown in Figs. 1 and 2. 
Marchenkds Domain 
FIGURE 1 
,j-) 
FIGURE 2 
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We assume the reference potential W, to be a scalar operator. The partial 
differential equation for the kernel K’*)(x, y) reads then, with the unit matrix I, 
and the operator LJ: 
[ 
8 
__ - 
3x2 
w9] = ‘u4 
L"(X) IK"'(x, y) - L,(y) IK(*'(x, y) - qx) f+‘(x, ?‘I 
(21) 
together with the boundary conditions specified by Eq. (20). 
The Riemann solution &! for the operator L,I 
is obviously 
(22) 
when R is the Riemann solution of 
[Lot4 - L,(Y)I R(x, Y; s, 4 = 0. (23) 
With the help of R(x, y; s, u), the integral equation for the kernels K(f) is 
obtained: 
IQ”(x,~) = & $- J’*c IR(x, y; s, s) V(s) ds 
(s+u) !2 
(24) 
If I R(x, y; U, s)l G<(S), according to the reduction method of [I], a new matrix 
potential P(s) is defined by 
W) =m q4, (25) 
and the conditions for the existence of the kernel’s A?*) will depend upon 
appropriate conditions for the matrix potential V(S). 
Having paved the way for this possible extension, we fix II/~(X) as zero. In 
other words, we choose the reference Hamiltonian to be the free one-dimensional 
Hamiltonian. 
The Riemann solution for Eq. (12) is then 
R&y; s, u) 3 1. 
In what follows, it should be clear that the conditions in the + or the - 
cases should be similar, so for simplicity we restrict ourselves to the Df domain 
and for a while drop the (+) reference. 
To proceed further, since we are dealing with matrices, a “norm” [7] for the 
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matrices should be used. For any (n x n) matrix A (n finite) one associates a 
norm 11 A [( defined by 
IIA//~suP~lAjkI~ 
i $&. 
Equation (24) is solved by successive approximations with 
K,(x, y) = + j V(s) K,-&, u) du ds. (27) LJ 
First we have 
The function u,,((x + y)/2) is th e moment of order zero of the potential V(s); 
it is a decreasing function of its argument, With Eq. (28) an estimate for K(x, y) 
is obtained: 
We now use the Heaviside function q(x), 
7(x) = 0 for x > 0, 
= 1 for x < 0. 
and define a decreasing function f(x) by 
II G(X> Y>ll G $4x + Y)P) ‘t(x)* 
From Eq. (30) one can verify that when x + --CC 
(31) 
II fax, Y)ll <= co 
if 
*im ii V(X + YN2)ll - II W*)ll ( cx) 
11x2 
or if 
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K,(x, y) is finite for all x and all y if 
and 
or if 
s 
Lo 
I s I Ii Wll ds < * --m
r 
03 
II V(s)!\ ds < a, 
‘-cc 
I +,- (1 + Is I) II v(s)11 ds < ~13. -cc 
(32) 
With Eq. (32) in mind, we write 
Now we get 
II WG r>ll G &Jo((x + YIPI Lw (33) 
II K,(x, r)ll 
It can be seen that Eq. (34) implies 
lim II K2(x,y)lI < a, 5-s-m 
under the conditions expressed in Eq. (32). So we write 
11 K,(x, y)lI < +uo y y. ( 1 
By mathematical induction, one obtains 
(36) 
The series Kn(x, y) converges uniformly and absolutely. Therefore, 
b-2 K(% Y) = c Ka(% y) -c a 
R 
II Wxl r)!l < &,((x + YM exp k(4 
(37) 
When x is always positive, t(x) = oJx), the moment of order 1 of V(J), and 
Eq. (27) reduces to the estimate given by Marchenko. 
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With Eq. (27) one can easily show that K(x,y) is an absolutely integrable 
matrix, so that 
i z K(x, y) Iebkrl do -5 
exists and Eq. (6) is meaningful. 
We can now write the following theorem. 
THEOREM. A sufjlcient condition ,for the kernels K&(x, y) to exist is that the 
potential matrix possesses a mmnent of order 0 and a moment of order I. 
If the conditions of the theorem are fulfilled, according to Eq. (27) one has the 
estimate 
with 
1) K’*)(s, y)il < &*((x + y)/2) exp t*(x) (38) 
q)*(x) = 
I ia: II Wll ds 32 
4*(x) = (i) I*% 1 s 1 ii V(s)!i ds(&) / x / q(+x) /*” 11 V(s)11 ds. 
I r 
The estimate in Eq. (28) reduces to Marchenko’s when x is restricted to 
a positive number. 
If one considers the script functions X*(x, y), the function t*(x) should be 
replaced by t*(y) for y < x (E, case) or for x < y (E, case). In view of Eq. (32) 
the existence of the extension X is subjected to the same conditions as the 
existence of the function K itself. 
Therefore, the existence of the transformation 1 -1 K implies the existence 
of its inverse as shown in Eq. (14): 
(1 +L) = (1 + K)-l. 
4. EXTENSION TO MORE GENERAL EQUATIONS 
Instead of Eq. (1) we consider 
$ q(x) + k,%,(x) - ‘f WSj(x) uj(x) = 0, 
j=l 
(39) 
and modify the boundary conditions given in Eqs. (2) and (3) accordingly. 
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Considering the E, case only we now get the (n x n) equations 
[ s” + q &(x,3’) =[-& - ax2 v Kik? Y> + 2 WC&4 &(x, y), ] P 
lim &(x, y) = lim 2 &(.Y, y) = 0 y-m y+m ay 
K&q x) = $- jm W&s) ds 
T 
(40) 
for the matrix translation kernel K(x, y). In Eq. (40) we have set JJ$(.z) GE 0; 
therefore, from now on we replace W by Jl. 
The Riemann solutions &(x, y; s, ZA) for the equations 
1 z ax2 + ki2] R,j(X, 3’; S, U) = [$ + kj2] R,j(X, 3’; S, U) (41) 
are needed at this time. They can be found in [l, 81 and they can be estimated as 
1 R&X, y; S, U)l < exp 2(/ Ki” - kj2Ll 1 U + S - N - y / 1 U - S + X - y j)r/‘. 
(42) 
In the Df domain, see Fig. 1, the following inequalities are obtained: 
u-s,<y-.v, 
u + x zy+x, 
u > s, 
Y 2 x, 
s 3 x7 
(43) 
Using these inequalities we consider the two variable-dependent terms in Eq. 
(42): 
Il=u+s-x-y=(U-y)+(S-x)>O. 
Two cases are distinguished (u - y) > 0 and (u - y) < 0. In the first case, 
(u - y) < (S - X) and in the second case, / zl - y 1 < (S - x). Consequently, 
I, < 2 1 s ; + 2 i x / . 
We now consider the second factor 
and get 
I,‘:= (s - x) - (24 -y) 
1, .< 2 ! s j + 2 ) x 1 . 
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We are led to define 
/3’ == sup j I$2 - I+ j 
z,j 
and to use the estimate for all i, j 
; Hij(x, y; U, S)I < exp 2/I j s I exp 2/3 / s 1 . 
Now we apply the reduction method of [I] and define 
Kij(x, Y) = f&(X, Y) exp 33 I X I 
R&x, y; u, s) = exp 2/3 j x j exp 2p j s 1 &(x, Y; u, s) 
and write the equation for E(x, Y). We have 
if SJ’ &(x, y; S, U) C Vi/ii(s) exp 2/I 1 s j Rij(s, U) ds du. D k 
To proceed as in [l] we modify the interaction by defining 
Pij(s) =. Vqj(s) exp 2/3 j s \ , 
Uij(s) = Vi,(s) exp 4/I j s 1 . 
Equation (49, using Eq. (46), yields 
(44) 
(45) 
(46) 
with 
(47) 
S(X) = ja I s I Ii u(s)li ds + I x I &4 jr, II WI ds. 5 x 
In Eq. (47) the previously defined Heaviside function has been incorporated. 
The estimate 
II K(x, r)ll < 4 exp B I x I 4(x + ~92) exp C4 (48) 
follows. It contains a requirement for an exponential decrease upon the matrix 
potential V(X). The matrix K(x, Y) defined for x < y can be extended for x > y 
without further requirement upon 1’. Again the existence of K assures the 
existence of the inverse kernel L. 
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5. FOURIER TRANSFORMS 
We again consider Eq. (l), but this time we discuss the possibility of repre- 
senting its matrix solution as a Fourier transform. The l?r case is uniquely 
considered to simplify the notations. We assume again W’,(X) = 0; therefore, 
IV x: V, and thus, we write 
#(k, .y) = I&“’ -C eikr 
I 
m B(x, u) eikU du 
0 
$(k, x) = Ieikx + 6 ‘ln “6” -4 V(s) #(k, s) ds. 
(49) 
Comparing the two equations (49) again leads to the introduction of a Riemann 
solution. However, to make the reading easier we explicitly do the transformation 
a la Marchenko. 
The identity 
@t dt 
’ (50) 
is used to identify the two equations (49). This gives 
@ks 
s 
a, B(x, t) 
0 
eikf dt :-= ieiBs c eikt dt jxtcL,2) V(s) ds 
(51) 
+ ieikx lam V(s) ds Jsa B(s, u) du ~~““-” eikt dt. 
Interchanging the order of integrations, if permissible, gives 
B(x, t) = u) du ds 
Now we set t = 2y and use the notation B(x, y) instead of B(s, 2~). With 
u = 2u, du = 2du we get 
The domain for Eq. (53) is shown in Fig. 3. Noticing that our kernel B is 4 
the Faddeev kernel B, , Eq. (53) is exactly the Faddeev integral equation of 
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FAOOEEV’S DOMAIN 
FIGURE 3 
[2a]. The existence of B and the justification of the permutation of the order of 
the integrations are discussed now. 
From Eq. (53) and the successive approximations, we get 
with 
II B,(x3 Y)ll < &4x + Y) 
+ + Y> = jm II Eli ds 
X+Y 
II B,(x,~)li e 8+ +Y> [sS,, I s I II v(s)ll ds + jI+’ II Wll ts - 4 ds] . 
Although (s - X) > 0, one does not have 
s--s<(s(. 
So we need to introduce 
E(x) = jm Is I II Wll ds + I x I q(x) j4 II Wll ds m 1: 
instead of 
564 = sp I s I II WI ds 
as Faddeev did in [2b]. However, this difference is inconsequential, as can be 
seen from the condition expressed in the theorem to come. 
Obviously, one obtains 
II W-6 y)ll d $4~ + 39 exp 5(x)- (54) 
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The legitimation of the interchange in the integration order is straightforward 
using Eq. (54). See [3a] for details. 
THEOREM. For a matrix equation to have a solution expressed as a Fourier 
tvansform, we must require 
s O3 [l + I s II /I Wll ds c- cc. --m 
A glance at Eq. (53) shows that the matrix kernel B(x, y) satisfies the following 
boundary conditions 
g B(x, Y)ly=o = ; B(x, YLO = - #~(4> 
B(x, co) = 0, (55) 
B(x, 0) = + j-m V(s) ds. 
r 
From Eq. (55) we proceed to extend Fourier representations to the more general 
equations (39). For greater convenience the diagonal matrix 
eiks = eikixg., 
I, 
is introduced and a new type of Fourier transform, i.e., Faddeev’s, is used. 
Consequently, +(k, x) is written as 
or 
#(h, x) = eikz + Jrn C(x, y) eikv d3 (57) 
0 
with 
C(x, y) = eikrg(x, y) &k?/. 
Standard techniques (see [4c]) are applied to the kernel C(x, y). They provide 
a set of partial differential equations together with boundary conditions that 
C(x,y) should satisfy for # to be a Fourier transform. From these equations 
(not given here), returning to the kernel B(x, y), we get 
g c-(x, y) - wx, y) - W) C(x, Y) = 6 C(x, Y) - C(% Y) k2 
lim B(x, y) = !,‘-f”m $ B(x, y) = 0, 
Y+” 
lim 4 B(x, y) = -e-ikzV(x) eikxs 
(57) 
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Considering the incident energy E and the threshold energies Ei , we define 
and construct the diagonal matrix 
m,Sij = (f%Qij . 
Simple identifications lead to the following relationship between Kf and B: 
K+(x, y) = 4eiM2B(x, (y - x)/2) e-Mr. (59) 
Since Faddeev’s kernel B is related to Marchenko’s kernel K+, the conditions 
for the existence of the two types of representation are the same. In particular, 
if threshold energies exist, an exponential decrease should be required from the 
nuclear potential. 
6. CONCLUSION 
Again we consider both Eqs. (1) and (39). A s in the Faddeev scalar case (see 
[2c]), a matrix S(k) can be defined. We have 
However, in Eq. (60) the Sij are (n x n) matrices, the S,, , S,, are the reflection 
matrices, and S,, , S,, are the transmission matrices. These four matrices are 
not independent since S(k) must be unitary and symmetric in the sense that 
s,, = s,, . 
Using the expansion theorem for the matrix solution (that is the closure relation), 
as in [2c, 4c, 91, or the properties of the Fourier transform of the solutions, 
developed in [2b, 3a, 91, the fundamental equation is obtained [l 11: 
f’(” + y) t K’*‘(x, y) & ifJl K’*)(x, t) P(t + y) dt =-- 0. (61) -z 
The inverse problem can be solved from Eq. (61). In other words, necessary 
and sufficient conditions can be stated on the matrices S,,(k) so that a potential 
V(X) can be constructed which in turn satisfies the conditions expressed by 
Eqs. (22) and (42). 
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APPENDIX 
The domains D+ are found using the Marchenko transformation (IV, = 0; 
w = V). 
We compare the integral equation for f(~, K), 
(Al) 
with the integral representation for-f, which uses the Marchenko kernel. If such 
a kernel exists, we have 
f(x, k) = &kc & [*a ~(x, y) .+Y dv. 
Use is then made of the formula 
sin k(s - x) eiku ._. 1 
r 
u;s-x 
k 
E - 
2 
eikt dt 
. u+x-s 
(-43) 
and of its reduction when s = u. 
With the help of (Al), (A2), and (A3), we get the domains Df and D-. We 
have 
K*(x, y) - + 4 s,;;y,,, V(s) ds + 4 j;Z+y”2 V(s) ds j-y+s--2 IQ, u) du 
y--5+5 
& ;- h::,,,, V(s) ds [yt’s-’ K(s, u) ds. 
(A4) 
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